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Apply for FMXcellence Recognition

Form must be completed in its entirety.
Submitted information may be used in print, online or at conferences or other live events. You must 
download/save PDF prior to — this form will not save your input without being saved to your computer first. 
Email your completed form as an attachment to edward.sullivan@tradepress.com

1. Name
 
2. Title
 
3. Company
 
4. Street Address

 City / State / Zip / /
 
5. Phone number
 
6. Email address
 

7. Square feet of space that the facility department is responsible for: 
Data centers only: 5,000 or more of raised floor space

 ❑ 100,000 to 250,000
 ❑ more than 250,000 to 500,000
 ❑ more than 500,000 to 1,000,000
 ❑ more than 1,000,000 to 5,000,000
 ❑ more than 5,000,000

8.  Please provide an overview of one completed FM project/initiative or ongoing FM practice/program 
that supports the goals of the larger organization. Projects must be completed to be considered. (Limit 
responses to no more than 2,000 words.) Briefly indicate:
•  Major elements of the project or practice.
•  Steps involved in developing the project or practice, including the start and completion dates, and if 

applicable, completion date.
•  Scope of the project or practice. Did it involve one building? A business unit or region? The entire 

organization?
•  Hard and soft costs of the project or practice. Please indicate when estimates are being used.
•  Challenges involved in implementing or maintaining the project or practice.
•   Ways those challenges were overcome.
•  Lessons learned.
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8.  Overview (cont.)
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9.  Describe the larger organizational goals or challenges addressed by the project or practice. Include any 
impacts that the project or practice had on building occupants. Limit responses to 1,000 words.
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10.  Describe results achieved. Include quantitative and qualitative results. For quantitative results, describe the way 
that results were measured or evaluated. It is helpful to put savings results in some context – as a percentage 
of the overall facility or energy budget, for example. Energy and water savings results should be based on hard 
data, e.g. metered data or utility bills. If the project or practice involved the creation of metrics/measurements, 
use this space to provide more detail about the metrics program. Limit responses to 1,000 words.
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11.  Describe methods used to communicate the results of the project or practice to the greater organization. 
(If the project or practice was a communications effort, use this space to provide more detail about the 
communications program.) Limit responses to no more than 500 words.

12.  In order to verify the effectiveness of the project or practice being submitted for consideration, attach a letter 
from a key manager outside the facility/real estate department describing the impact of the project or prac-
tice. If a letter is not possible, please provide the name, phone number and email address for a key manager 
outside the facility/real estate department who we can contact (examples of key managers: CEO, CFO, COO, 
business unit manager, vice president, etc.). 
 
Key Manager Name: 
 
Title: 
 
Phone: 
 
Email:

  

13.  Attach a list of key in-house participants in the project or practice, both those who work in the facility depart-
ment and those from other departments. (Do not include outside service providers, contractors, etc.)

14.  Attach any other material to support the application. Attachments can be related to any of the questions on 
this form or can provide relevant information on areas outside those questions. Limit additional material (not 
counting the letter and list of participants) to no more than 20 pages. Using sample pages, tables of con-
tents, etc., can reduce the number of additional pages submitted.

❑  I have read the guidelines and to the best of my knowledge, I am eligible to submit and all the information 
supplied is correct. I understand the information submitted here could be used by Building Operating Manage-
ment magazine and NFMT for their own purposes if my submission is selected (other than material marked 
confidential). The box must be checked to submit entry. 

Please save this document on your PC and send as an attachment, along with supporting documents, to 
edward.sullivan@tradepress.com. If you have any questions, please contact edward.sullivan@tradepress.com.

mailto:edward.sullivan@tradepress.com
mailto:edward.sullivan@tradepress.com
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	8 Overview cont: The global community as well as BAE Systems’ expectations have risen for sustainable operations in corporations. BAE Systems recognizes sustainable workplaces rank higher in productivity, employee engagement and instillcustomer loyalty. In the midst of a flattening defense budget and soaring energy costs, the ES Sector instituted a robust Sustainability Initiative to identify opportunities to reduce resource use, save money, & re-invest that savings into the business. Today, Sustainability is a critical part of the ES’ Operations Strategy. Leadership is established to guide facilities in their sustainability efforts. Results are impressive: > $5M since 2008 and $2.9M in 2011 alone. One of the major challenges in making a sustainability program truly sustainable is stakeholder engagement. Team members engaged Sectors & business functions by teaching and encouraging them to look for ways to reduce waste and save money in their operations. This team’s actions represent the future state of BAE Systems. The Sustainability Team creates a business culture that makes the wisest use of resources not only for the health of the company’s finances but to the benefit of the environment and society as a whole.This team has developed two ES Wide Programs to address rising energy costs:Utility Cost Take-Out Process:This Facilities energy curtailment campaign aims to cut energy consumption and eliminate waste. The effort is all about remaining ahead of the competition by reducing cost and improving efficiency while addressing our role as stewards of the environment. The Utility Cost Take Out Initiative is a process involving a "room by room" audit approach. The program was developed using a Utility Cost Take Out (UCT) strategy. UCT is a technique used by BAE Systems Facilities Teams to decrease utility costs and lower operating expenses. Using the LEED program as a guide, the team expanded the UCT approach to other categories such as: site systems, water consumption, materials and resources, and indoor environment quality. In 2011 alone results have been impressive:Electronic Systems saved $2.9 Million DollarsEliminated 882 tons of WasteSaved 987,718 kwh of ElectricityDecreased 24,864 cubic meters in water usageEliminated 13,462,209 pounds in carbon emissionsIn 2012, the BAE Systems ES Sector has developed and instituted a NEW robust Manufacturing Operations Efficiency program (M.O.E.) This program was introduced as a basic electrical demand management and employee engagement program at the Greenlawn NY facility in 2009 and has evolved into M.O.E. Manufacturing Operations / tenants of a building typically use 65 – 75% percent of all utilities, large amounts of expensive consumable materials and numerous other fossil fuel derivatives. The M.O.E. approach uses streamlined employee engagement techniques & investigative methods working directly with work cells and manufacturing cells to make better, more efficient use of MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT, materials such as paper towels, adhesives, solvents, nitrogen and especially utilities. M.O.E. Team experts work with all work cell employees teaching each department and individual  to identify ways to use manufacturing equipment wisely, reduce waste and save money in their daily operations. Computer training has been developed that provides an overview prior to the M.O.E. tactical Teams arrival. Beta testing of the program has been impressive: ~$2 / F2 Cost Savings for Areas audited and addressed so far. Manufacturing Operations and Efficiencies assessment is used to develop each manufacturing areas specific M.O.E strategy and performance plan. The M.O.E. strategy and performance plan gives each area the tools they need to initiate and affect a lasting change to reduce material waste and utility consumption. BAE Systems is a global defense and security company employing around 100,000 people worldwide. Our wide-ranging products and services cover air, land and naval forces, as well as advanced electronics, security, information technology, and support services.  
	Apply for FMXcellence Recognition  page 3: The Sustainability Core Team was established to drive practical sustainability throughout ES. Whenever possible, the appropriate function or support group was engaged to contribute or effect the change. We have developed strategic commitment and a clear vision that is communicated by our senior leadership at Electronic Systems. This can be seen demonstrated in:Annual Utility Reductions Goals:For 2012, ES Management has established Utility Reduction Goals for the sector:Energy: 2.7%Water: 4.7%Waste: 5.1%Carbon: 3.0%Energy Day/Earth Day: These events are held annually around the Electronic Solutions Sector.  Each site’s sustainability subject matter experts are on hand to present and answer questions about the Electronic Systems’ Sustainability Initiative. Outside vendors also provide information on new technologies in conservation. Vendors have included Siemens, Grainger, Philips Lighting, Infinity Windows, Firefly LED, Circular Energy, Johnson Controls and Austin Energy. These events provide an opportunity not only for employees to learn about conservation and sustainability but  also a way for our team to encourage employees to be responsible energy users and corporate citizens, as this will help protect the environment while at the same time save the company money by reducing energy consumption and waste. Energy Policy/Sustainability Policy – This team has established both Energy and a Sustainability Policy that communicates to employees, BAE Systems’ business approach of creating long-term consumer and employee value by not only creating a “green” strategy aimed towards the natural environment, but taking into consideration every dimension of how a business operates in the social, cultural, and economic environment. This team works to ensure that all ES processes that move horizontally through the organization are aligned with the outcome of our overall strategy.ES Sustainability Website: This site was created to keep employees up to date on Sustainability innovations and activities around the company, as well as how employees can join in the effort to use BAE Systems’ resources wisely. This website is maintained with monthly sustainability success stores, conservations tips, and updates on the Sustainability and Utility Cost Take-Out Initiative. Global Sustainability Sharing: This team has worked with UK counterparts to share Sustainability best practices on a monthly basis. We have created an environment where our employees understand and believe in the vision that we have established which enables us to develop the attitudes and behaviors necessary to implement our sustainability strategy.
	use this space to provide more detail about the metrics program Limit responses to 1000 words: Through our Sustainability program we are actively demonstrating that we are a company that acts responsibly in addressing major economic, social, and environmental concerns. Our Sustainability Program encourages every employee to do their part to contribute to improving the environment while simultaneously lowering our operating expenses. We have developed an L&D Net Accredited training course that shows the simple actions that every employee can take to conserve and stop waste at BAE Systems.Each year ES commits to further reduction in the resources and each year we strive to exceed those goals. 2011 was no exception, with a target of $1M reduction and delivering $2.9 M in savings. ES has met and exceeded commitments to the sector for the past 3 years running. In addition, we have developed an Environmental Sustainability Maturity Matrix (ESMM) that provides a road map for our businesses to improve their environmental performance. It covers our operations, the design of our products, and our suppliers. Each business has been asked to conduct a self-assessment against the matrix to determine their current position and set targets for where they would like to be in each area. (From BAE Systems External Website) The jointly developed Environmental Sustainability Maturity Matrix (ESMM) is a multinational effort involving team members from the UK as well as other sectors and legacy businesses. The ESMM supports continuous business and performance improvement by baselining current sustainability status and setting milestones for sustainability improvement in the future. 
	communications program Limit responses to no more than 500 words: The actions and thought process of our employee base has been positively changed as a direct result of the outreach and training associated with the Sustainability program.  The idea of total performance is central to Sustainability.  It questions how we do what we do in order to perform better. The outreach of the Sustainability program has many facets:Utility Cost Take-Out & Manufacturing Operations Efficiencies Initiatives.  Energy Day/Earth Day Events:  Events are held annually around the Electronic Solutions Sector and include raffles, energy quizzes, energy giveaway wheels, and each site’s sustainability subject matter experts are on hand to present and answer questions about the Electronic Systems’ Sustainability Initiative.  These events provide an opportunity not only for employees to learn about conservation and sustainability but  also a way for our team to encourage employees to be responsible energy users and corporate citizens, as this will help protect the environment while at the same time save the company money by reducing energy consumption and waste. L&D Net Accredited Sustainability Course (ST001W): This course defines the major aspects of sustainability, such as what a sustainable business and the triple bottom line are, and shows how individual employees can lower energy costs and their carbon footprints by acting as responsible stewards of the environment. Leadership Communication Resource (LCR):  LCR videos are a way for Electronic Systems Leaders to communicate important messages to their employees during all-hands meetings/staff meetings. The installments contain talking points and occasionally video to help employees better understand the issues.  The focus of this video was a status update on  progress to date of the Sustainability Initiative, including a message to all employees about how important it is that each employee “Lead by Example”. ES Sustainability Website: Created to keep employees up to date on Sustainability innovations and activities company-wide, and how employees can join in the effort to use BAE Systems’ resources wisely. This website is maintained with monthly sustainability success stores, conservations tips, and updates on the Sustainability. The ES Sustainability Program has been Globally recognized outside the company in the following ways:- Recognized “Business Leader for Energy Efficiency” by Northeast Energy Efficiency Partnership (NEEP) Award (06/2011)- Recognized by the Association of Energy Engineers (AEE) for ES Pay-The-Savings Project: partnership with Siemens and Metrus Energy to implement energy-efficiency improvements. (06/2011)- Energy Star Rated 3 Buildings in Electronic Systems (Austin, TX; Greenlawn, NY, and Hudson, NH).  (2011)- National Pollution Prevention Roundtable – MVP2 Award for Carbon Reduction (08/2010)- Presented at the following Globally/Nationally Recognized Conferences:o International Facilities Management Association (IFMA) Facilities Fusion-Boston (05/2011)o IFMA Long Island Chapter Meeting (11/2011)o Building Owners and Managers Association (BOMA) Conference (2011)o James River Green Building Council (06/2011)o National Pollution Prevention Roundtable Environmental Summit (06/2011)o Western Suffolk Pollution Prevention Network (WSPPN) Webinar (07/2011)o Presented at Hauppauge Industrial Association (HIA) Environmental Conference (10/2011)o NYITo Intrepid Museum
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